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● referral method 
aimed at patent and proprietary medicine vendors 

● local 
religious institutions and leaders to deliver TB 
education

● cough companion service

●
recognition and reward system

● “Brother’s Keeper” integrated social and 
behavior change campaign
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1 \\ Project background
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Less than

24% 
of projected 

incident cases of TB 
were notified in 20171

1
World Health Organization (2017). Nigeria Tuberculosis Profile. 
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What are the shifts we are seeking to make?

What are we going to do?

This project will be delivered in two phases:

1. Discovery will deliver a set of audience profiles that 
identify key behaviors and influences on 
health-seeking behaviors and opportunities for 
intervention.

2. Design will consist of rapid design sprints where 
opportunities identified in phase one are rapidly 
developed into prototype solutions and tested in the 
community. Successful solutions will be recommended 
for scale. 

Intent Statement: Project on a page

Focusing question

How might we increase TB case 
detection rates in Nigeria?

The challenge

Tuberculosis (TB) is one of the top 
causes of mortality for men and women 
in Nigeria. Despite this, Nigeria has one 
of the lowest rates of TB case detection in 
the world, with only 24% of cases being 
notified to the National TB and Leprosy 
Control Programme. 

Awareness is high but knowledge of 
transmission, symptoms, and 
prevention is low. TB can be cured within 
six months if treated appropriately; 
however, lack of adherence to treatment 
is a driver of multidrug-resistant TB. 

While there is a lot of movement in this 
space, it is not translating into 
significant increases in case detection. 

What are the design 
considerations?

• Data suggest that TB has a high impact 
on men in urban areas but this needs to 
be tested.

• We assume there are large sections of 
undiagnosed populations.

• Efforts will have limited geographic 
focus until further evidence justifies 
scale up.

Outcome

In the future, you will see genuine understanding 
of the lived experience of TB that links data, 
context, and environment. We will have:

1. An understanding of the socio-cultural 
barriers to health-seeking related to TB.

2. A set of audience profiles that can inform 
future targeting and program design.

3. Input to the NTBLCP Advocacy, 
Communication and Social Mobilization 
(ACSM) strategy.

Success from different perspectives

The NTBLCP will say

“We understand why case detection is low and 
are moving forward.”

Implementing partners will say

“We are invested in this solution because we 
deeply understand it and built it ourselves.”

Development partners will say

“We see meaningful action being taken to 
identify TB cases.”
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Purpose: To understand key audiences and their positive and negative drivers and influences of behavior related to TB 
in Nigeria, and to identify and test opportunities to increase case detection.

CURRENT STATE THE CHANGE FUTURE STATE

ToFrom

“We design services to 
attract patients”

“We understand the lived 
experiences of patients and our 
services are designed to suit 
them”

“We have the data” “We understand the stories 
behind our data”

“We can’t act until we 
know”

“We don’t know but we can 
act to learn”
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42 

co-design participants 
from

14 

partner organizations

● Breakthrough ACTION Nigeria
● ThinkAction
● NTBLCP
● TB Network 
● Association of Reproductive and 

Family Health (ARFH)
● Health Writers Association of 

Nigeria (HEWAN)
● Institute of Human Virology, 

Nigeria (IHVN)

● Kano State TB and Leprosy 
Control Programme (STBLCP)

● Rivers STBLCP
● Enugu STBLCP
● Lagos STBLCP
● Dutch TB Foundation (KNCV)
● Sustaining Health Outcomes 

through the Private Sector Plus 
(SHOPS+)

● TB patients
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2 \\ Design and Test Phase
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760+
ideas

12 

major concepts

5 

prioritized interventions
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85

19

136

147

387  Face-to-face 372 Online

750+ people interacted with our ideas
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3 \\ The five refined interventions 
in detail
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ID Component description Importance

01
Targeting TB high-risk areas and mapping key 
institutions (e.g., DOTS, hospitals, religious, 
medicine vendors, high-density residential)

Primary component

08
Monitoring and evaluation of store referral 
quality

Tertiary component

● Primary components:

● Secondary components:

● Tertiary components:
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During the activities of this project, the individual 
co-design teams learned a great deal about their 
individual concepts, as well as about the SBC process 
generally. Each of the teams shared small experiences and 
learnings that affected both the development of their 
concepts, as well as their personal development as 
designers and innovators.  

Throughout the process, the teams were asked to capture 
any little interactions they noticed outside of the explicit 
prototyping tests themselves, that taught them something 
about their concept or about the SBC process. 

We’ve captured these insights here, as small vignettes of 
what participants said, what it meant, and how it might 
affect the concepts.
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Intervention A:
Simplified referrals from 
medicine stores
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The current situation The proposed intervention
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Orienting TBLS on the approach
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Comprehensive LGA coverage

Mystery client visits
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Barriers this idea seeks to address

Anticipated benefits
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ID Component description Importance

01
Targeting TB high-risk areas and mapping key 
institutions (e.g., DOTS, hospitals, religious, 
medicine vendors, high-density residential)

Primary component

02 Creation of basic TB SBC materials Primary component

03 Creation of basic TB training Primary component

04
Enhanced tracking of phone referral sources (TB 
Hotline)

Secondary component

05 Enrollment and training of store workers Primary component

06 Design of a simplified referral system Primary component

07
Deployment and sustainability of the simple 
referral system into stores

Secondary component

08
Monitoring and evaluation of store referral 
quality

Tertiary component

Primary component

Secondary component

Tertiary component
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Stella at an Islamic medicine store in Fagge, Kano
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Stella at a PPMV in Fagge, Kano
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Intervention B:
Detection in religious settings
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The current situation The proposed intervention
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Mapping the religious setting

Engagement of religious leaders

Co-design of TB messages
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Engaging TB survivors 

Engaging volunteers for sputum collection
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Sharing experiences

Call to action

Sputum collection and management
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Barriers this idea seeks to address

Anticipated benefits
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ID Component description Importance

01
Targeting TB high-risk areas and mapping key 
institutions (e.g., DOTS, hospitals, religious, 
medicine vendors, high-density residential)

Primary component

02 Creating basic TB SBC materials Primary component

03 Creating  basic TB training Primary component

09 Enrolling and  training religious leaders Primary component

10 Enrolling and  training TB survivors Secondary component

11 Co-designing religious messages at the local level Primary component

12
Delivering religious ceremony with TB survivor 
and TB health worker support

Secondary component

13 Recording and delivering  TB survivor story Secondary component

14 Availability of portable sputum sample collection Tertiary component

15
Transporting samples from non-clinical settings 
to DOTS

Tertiary component

16
Private delivery of test results to non-clinical 
settings

Tertiary component

Primary component

Secondary component

Tertiary component
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Meeting with Pentecostal Fellowship of Nigeria (PFN) 
president in Ikeja province
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Imam at the Oluwole central mosque
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Intervention C:
Cough Companions
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The current situation The proposed intervention
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Patient escorts are recruited and trained 

Presumptive cases complete a brief cough assessment
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Cough companions accompany high-risk patients home 

Escort provides comprehensive services at the patient’s 
home

Sputum samples are taken to the lab for testing and 
results communicated 
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The TB hotline is used to trace contacts of patients who 
do not accept the home visit 
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Barriers this idea seeks to address

Anticipated benefits
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General insights

●

●

●

●

About the form

●

●
●

●

●
●
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About job aids

●

●

●

●

About GPS

●

●

●

●

●
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About contact tracing by phone

●

●

●
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ID Component description Importance

01
Targeting TB high-risk areas and mapping key 
institutions (e.g., DOTS, hospitals, religious, 
medicine vendors, high-density residential)

Primary component

02 Creating basic TB SBC materials Primary component

03 Creating basic TB training Primary component

04
Enhanced tracking of phone referral sources (TB 
Hotline)

Secondary component

10 Enrolling and training of TB survivors Secondary component

14 Availability of portable sputum sample collection Tertiary component

15
Transporting samples from non-clinical settings 
to DOTS

Tertiary component

17
Developing form and process to target high risk 
individuals

Primary component

18
Process to make companions available/“on call” 
to escort patients

Secondary component

19
Process and safety protocols for escorting 
patients to their houses

Primary component

20
Tool to mark a patient's home location where 
there is no fixed address (e.g., GPS and ability to 
retrieve the location)

Primary component

21
Integrating location data into common clinical 
systems

Tertiary component

22
Providing counseling services during patient 
escort

Secondary component

23
Providing basic infection control at patients' 
homes

Tertiary component

24
Conducting contact tracing at point of diagnosis 
and/or escort

Primary component

25
Using the national TB hotline to conduct contact 
tracing

Secondary component

Primary component

Secondary component

Tertiary component
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DOTS facility, Lagos
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Shoreman Hospital, Lagos
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Intervention D:
Recognition as motivation
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The current situation

Recognition is rare in hospitals

The proposed intervention

●

●

●

●
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Where will it be implemented

Types of acknowledgement
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Barriers this idea seeks to address

Anticipated benefits
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What people preferred
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● Cash
● plaque

● Certificate
● Plaque
● Medal
● radio or television

● eview 
meeting 

● Peer Mentor

Rank given 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th

Scaled score 5 4 3 2 1 0 -1 -2
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ID Component description Importance

01
Targeting TB high-risk areas and mapping key 
institutions (e.g., DOTS, hospitals, religious, 
medicine vendors, high-density residential)

Primary component

02 Creating basic TB SBC materials Primary component

32
C0-creating a recognition event within a FAST 
hospital

Primary component

33
Co-creating a referral competition within a FAST 
hospital

Secondary component

34
Co-creating a recognition event within a 
non-FAST hospital

Secondary component

35
Co-creating a referral competition within a 
non-FAST hospital

Primary component

36 Co-creating a recognition event within PPMVs Secondary component

37 Co-creating a referral competition within PPMVs Primary component

38
Creating “local” awards (e.g., mentoring, 
meetings)

Tertiary component

39
Creating “certification” awards (e.g., training, 
certificate)

Secondary component

40 Creating “public” awards (e.g., TV, radio) Primary component

41
Tracking non-DOTS hospital referral sources 
(non-FAST)

Primary component

Primary component

Secondary component

Tertiary component
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Sir Muhammad Sunusi Specialist Hospital, Kano
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Private facility in Ikeja LGA, Lagos
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Intervention E:
Brother’s Keeper campaign 
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The current situation

The proposed intervention
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Audience segmentation
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Encouraging communal responsibility
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Barriers this idea seeks to address

Anticipated benefits
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ID Component description Importance

01
Targeting TB high-risk areas and mapping key 
institutions (e.g., DOTS, hospitals, religious, 
medicine vendors, high-density residential)

Primary component

02 Creating basic TB SBC materials Primary component

04
Enhanced tracking of phone referral sources (TB 
Hotline)

Secondary component

13 Recording and delivery of TB survivor story Secondary component

26
Creating an integrated campaign strategy for 
Brother's Keeper

Primary component

27 Enrolling health care professionals in campaign Secondary component

28 Using national TB hotline in campaign Primary component

29 Upgrading national TB hotline to use 3 digit code Tertiary component

30
Activating online and media elements of 
campaign

Secondary component

31
Activating localized elements of campaign in 
target areas

Primary component

Primary component

Secondary component

Tertiary component
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Speaking with leaders of a Hausa community in Lagos
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Dala LGA in Kano 
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4 \\ Next steps
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Intervention E:
Brother’s Keeper campaign

Intervention A:
Simplified referrals from medicine 
stores

Intervention B:
Detection in religious settings

Intervention C:
Cough Companions 

Intervention D:
Recognition as motivation

1. Long treatment journeys

2. Drop-out before results delivered

3. Incorrect data, losing patients

4. Few resources to follow up

5. Indirect costs to testing

6. Stigma is a barrier

7. Myths about TB are prevalent

8. Local knowledge of TB hotspots

9. Facilities not associating with TB

10. Counseling needs to be tailored

INSIGHTS FROM DISCOVERY PRIORITIZED CONCEPTS
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●

●

●
The “sweet spot”: Desirable, feasible, and scalable
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ID Component description Importance
Compon

ent of

01

Targeting TB high-risk areas 
and mapping  key institutions 
(e.g., DOTS, hospitals, religious, 
medicine vendors, high-density 
residential)

Primary 
component

A, B, C, 
D, E

02 Creating basic TB SBC materials
Primary 

component
A, B, C, 

D, E

03 Creating basic TB training
Primary 

component
A, B, C, 

D

04
Enhanced tracking of phone 
referral sources (TB Hotline)

Secondary 
component

A, C, D

10
Enrolling and training TB 
survivors

Secondary 
component

B, C

13
Recording and delivering TB 
survivor story

Secondary 
component

B, D

14
Availability of portable sputum 
sample collection

Tertiary 
component

B, C

15
Transporting samples from 
non-clinical settings to DOTS

Tertiary 
component

B, C
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ID Component description Importance

01
Targeting TB high-risk areas and mapping of key 
institutions (e.g., DOTS, hospitals, religious, medicine 
vendors, high-density residential)

Primary component

02 Creating basic TB SBC materials Primary component

03 Creating basic TB training Primary component

04 Enhanced tracking of phone referral sources (TB Hotline) Secondary component

10 Enrolling and training TB survivors Secondary component

14 Availability of portable sputum sample collection Tertiary component

15
Transporting samples from non-clinical settings to 
DOTS

Tertiary component

17
Developing a form and process to target high-risk 
individuals

Primary component

18
Process to make companions available/”on call” to 
escort patients

Secondary component

19
Process and safety protocols for escorting patients to 
their houses

Primary component

20
Tool to mark a patient's home location where there is no 
fixed address (e.g., GPS plus ability to retrieve the 
location)

Primary component

21
Integrating the location data into common clinical 
systems

Tertiary component

22 Providing counseling services during patient escort Secondary component

23 Providing basic infection control at patients' homes Tertiary component

24
Conducting contact tracing at point of diagnosis and/or 
escort

Primary component

ID Component description Importance

01
Targeting TB high-risk areas and mapping of key 
institutions (e.g., DOTS, hospitals, religious, medicine 
vendors, high-density residential)

Primary component

02 Creating basic TB SBC materials Primary component

03 Creating basic TB training Primary component

17
Developing a form and process to target high-risk 
individuals

Primary component

19
Process and safety protocols for escorting patients to 
their houses

Primary component

20
Tool to mark a patient's home location where there is no 
fixed address (e.g., GPS plus ability to retrieve the 
location)

Primary component

24
Conducting contact tracing at point of diagnosis and/or 
escort

Primary component
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A smaller, focused team

Selectively progress ideas, or advance everything?

Measurement
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DECEMBER

3 10 17 24 31 7 14 21 28 4 11 18 25 4

JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH

HOLIDAY PERIOD ELECTION

Preparation, 
initial design, and 
early contact

Materials production Fieldwork 
preparation Core fieldwork and data collection

Close fieldwork 
and document 
outcomes

● Preparation

● Holiday period

● Fieldwork and measurement
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Option 1: Progress all components

Option 2: Progress primary and 
secondary components only 
(recommended)

Option 3: Progress primary 
components only 
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5 \\ Appendices
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Appendix A: Components
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ID Component description Importance A. Simplified 
medicine store 
referrals

B. Detection 
in religious 
settings

C. Cough 
Companions

D. Brother's 
Keeper 
campaign

E. Recognition 
as motivation

01
Targeting TB high-risk areas and mapping key institutions (e.g., DOTS, 
hospitals, religious, medicine vendors, high-density residential)

Primary component Y Y Y Y Y

02 Creating basic TB SBC materials Primary component Y Y Y Y Y

03 Creating basic TB training Primary component Y Y Y

04 Enhanced tracking of phone referral sources (TB Hotline) Secondary component Y Y Y

05 Enrolling and training of store workers Primary component Y

06 Designing a simplified referral system Primary component Y

07 Deploying and sustaining the simple referral system in stores Secondary component Y

08 Monitoring and evaluating store referral quality Tertiary component Y

09 Enrolling and training religious leaders Primary component Y

10 Enrolling and training TB survivors Secondary component Y Y

11 Co-designing religious messages at a local level Primary component Y

12
Delivering religious ceremony with TB survivor and TB health worker 
support

Secondary component Y

13 Recording and delivering TB survivor story Secondary component Y Y

14 Availability of portable sputum sample collection Tertiary component Y Y
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ID Component description Importance A. Simplified 
medicine store 
referrals

B. Detection 
in religious 
settings

C. Cough 
Companions

D. Brother's 
Keeper 
campaign

E. Recognition 
as motivation

15 Transporting samples from non-clinical settings to DOTS Tertiary component Y Y

16 Private delivery of test results to non-clinical settings Tertiary component Y

17 Developing a form and process to target high risk individuals Primary component Y

18 Process to make companions available/'on call' to escort patients Secondary component Y

19 Process and safety protocols for escorting patients to their houses Primary component Y

20
Tool to mark a patient's home location where there is no fixed address 
(e.g., GPS plus ability to retrieve the location)

Primary component Y

21 Integrating location data with common clinical systems Tertiary component Y

22 Providing counseling services during patient escort Secondary component Y

23 Providing basic infection control at patients' homes Tertiary component Y

24 Conducting contact tracing at point of diagnosis and/or escort Primary component Y

25 Using national TB hotline to conduct contact tracing Secondary component Y

26 Creating an integrated campaign strategy for Brother's Keeper Primary component Y

27 Enrolling health care professionals in campaign Secondary component Y

28 Using national TB hotline in campaign Primary component Y
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ID Component description Importance A. Simplified 
medicine store 
referrals

B. Detection 
in religious 
settings

C. Cough 
Companions

D. Brother's 
Keeper 
campaign

E. Recognition 
as motivation

29 Upgrading National TB Hotline to use 3 digit code Tertiary component Y

30 Activating online and media elements of campaign Secondary component Y

31 Activating localized elements of campaign in target areas Primary component Y

32 C0-creating a recognition event within a FAST hospital Primary component Y

33 C0-creating a referral competition within a FAST hospital Secondary component Y

34 C0-creating a recognition event within a non-FAST hospital Secondary component Y

35 C0-creating a referral competition within a non-FAST hospital Tertiary component Y

36 C0-creating a recognition event within PPMVs Tertiary component Y

37 C0-creating a referral competition within PPMVs Tertiary component Y

38 Creating “local” awards (e.g., mentoring, meetings) Primary component Y

39 Creating “certification” awards (e.g., training, certificate) Secondary component Y

40 Creating “public” awards (e.g., TV/radio) Tertiary component Y

41 Tracking hospital referral sources (non-FAST) Tertiary component Y
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Appendix B: Insights, personas, 
and journey maps
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Insights

Personas

Journey maps
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Insight 1: 

People go to multiple places to 
seek help, but may not be 
correctly diagnosed or referred. 
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Insight 2:

An inability to immediately test 
sputum samples can mean 
presumptive cases do not 
receive their diagnosis. 
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“The challenge with 
most DOTS offices is 

they do not keep 
accurate data on 

recording and reporting 
tools.”

“There is a large 
drop-off from the 

presumptive register to 
the lab register.”

“I was tired of 
incomplete charts. 
I’m very strict on 

this.”

There were 24 
presumptive cases 
that never received 

further services.

We get fake phone 
numbers and addresses 

from patients.

“One patient’s card we reviewed was 
not up-to-date.”

Insight 3: 

Incomplete or incorrect data 
entry results in missed 
opportunities for diagnosis.  
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Insight 4: 

Providers lack systems to 
follow-up presumptive cases 
and patients.   
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Insight 5: 

There are real and perceived 
costs in getting diagnosed for 
TB—despite free testing and 
treatment.   
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Insight 6: 

Stigma exists across 
communities and 
professionals, which can be a 
barrier to health-seeking 
behaviors.   
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Insight 7: 

Myths and misconceptions 
about TB transmission are 
prevalent in the community 
and among health 
professionals.   
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Insight 8: 

TB providers and program 
managers can often identify 
high-risk areas for TB in their 
communities.
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Insight 9: 

Some private facilities offer 
high-quality health services 
but do not want to be associated 
with TB.
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Insight 10: 

Counseling is difficult because 
it needs to be tailored to be 
effective.
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He is feeling

• Sick

• Hopeless and not clear what to do

Barriers to contributing to TB detection

• Physically unable to get to the hospital

• Out of money and thinks he will need to 
pay the hospital

His goals and values are

• Get back to work

• Keep kids at school to give them a better 
chance than he had

• Education and good work

He needs

• To support his family and prevent them 
from getting infected

• Someone to convince him to go to the 
health facility

• Someone to help him get to the hospital 
and cover registration or testing costs

My wife and I are both traders and have four children, all in school. I work in a 
crowded market with many other traders nearby. I work hard for my children to 
go to school and want them to go to University because I didn’t have that 
opportunity. When I started coughing, my customers stayed away so I stopped 
working. I tried getting medicine from the PPMV and drank a lot of cough syrup 
and antibiotics but didn’t get better. The pastor at church prayed over me and 
told me that God heals. I didn’t go to the hospital because those places just take 
your money. After three months of not working and being sick in bed. I’m 
coughing up blood and have lost a lot of weight. I’m not sure what to do.

Usman, Trader

1. Multiple places for help

5. Real and perceived costs

8. High risk areas

RELEVANT INSIGHTS

“I just want to get back to work but I am too 
sick and out of money.”

Age 43

Works Trader, petty goods

Lives Minna

Knowledge of TB

Low High

Stigma

Low High

TRAITS

PATIENT
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Usman, Trader
“I just want to get back to work but I am too 
sick and out of money.”

I am healthy and 
happy. I am working 
to support my family 
at a crowded local 
market. Everyone is in 
school and I am 
happy to give them 
that opportunity.

I am starting to cough 
a lot and I am losing 
weight. I go to the 
PPMV. They give me 
cough syrup and 
then, later, antibiotics. 
It doesn’t help.

I am losing customers 
because I am 
coughing so much. I 
stop working. I go to 
church to ask my 
pastor for help. He 
prays for me.

I am coughing up 
blood. I am out of 
money. I can’t afford 
to go to the hospital.  
They just take your 
money anyway.

I am so sick I can’t get 
out of bed. My wife 
has stopped work to 
care for me. We can’t 
afford school. I am 
worried about my 
family getting sick.

How might we 
better target 
high-risk areas so 
that people get 
tested for TB when 
they have coughed 
for two weeks and 
one day?

How might we get 
PPMVs to refer 
every single person 
who has coughed 
for more than two 
weeks to health 
facilities?

How might we 
transform churches 
into the number 
one referral 
source?

How might we 
make getting a 
cough diagnosed a 
true zero-cost 
proposition?

How might we get 
communities to 
refer people for TB 
testing without 
stigmatizing them?

PATIENT
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She is feeling

• Frightened and frustrated

Barriers to contributing to TB detection

• Misdiagnosis and mistreatment from 
PPMV

• Fear of an HIV+ diagnosis at the health 
facility 

Her goals and values are

• Raising two healthy, happy daughters

• Helping people look their best

She needs

• Someone to encourage her to go to the 
health facility 

• Reduced fear of an HIV+ diagnosis 

• TB testing for her daughter

• Infection prevention 

• Contact tracing of others she has been in 
close contact with

I am a widow and mother of two. I have been having a bad cough for almost two 
months now. At first I took some honey but that didn’t help. I went to the chemist 
just down the road and he gave me cough syrup. That didn’t work either and 
now he has given me so many things to try: amoxicillin, zithromax, streptomycin. I 
am trying to keep sewing but my customers don’t like my cough. A health worker 
came to my house, asked me about my symptoms, and told me about TB. She 
gave me a plastic cup and told me to cough sputum into it early the next morning 
before I eat and bring it to the clinic, but I didn’t. I am scared I might be HIV+ and 
am afraid of what that will mean for me and my girls. In fact, my 4-year old 
daughter just started coughing, too. 

Amina, Tailor

1. Multiple places for help

7. Myths, misconceptions, and 
lack of awareness

9. Private facilities 

RELEVANT INSIGHTS

“I am scared I might be HIV+. I don’t want to go to the 
hospital because I am afraid of what I might hear.”

Age 43

Works Tailor, specializes in women’s clothing 

Lives Kano

Knowledge of TB

Low High

Stigma

Low High

TRAITS

PATIENT
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I am a successful 
tailor in my 
community. Women 
love coming to my 
shop for new outfits. I 
am doing the best I 
can with my girls. It is 
difficult now without 
my husband. 

I seem to have a 
cough. I am taking 
some honey to help 
soothe it.

The cough is getting 
worse and the honey 
isn’t helping. I went to 
the PPMV and he 
gave me some cough 
syrup. My cough is 
making my 
customers 
uncomfortable. 

I was given a sputum 
cup by a health 
worker who came to 
my home, but I was 
afraid of going to the 
health facility because 
of what I might find 
out.

I am losing weight. I 
fear I may be HIV+. My 
4-year old daughter 
has now started 
coughing, too. 

How might we 
make contact 
tracing something 
people volunteer 
for? 

How might we 
make scientific 
medicine coexist 
with traditional 
medicine? 

How might we 
make PPMVs the 
top referrers of 
presumptive TB 
cases to health 
facilities?

How might we 
ensure that taking 
a sputum test is as 
effortless as buying 
phone credits?

How might we 
make TB testing as 
psychologically 
easy as getting 
mosquito nets?

Amina, Tailor
“I am scared I might be HIV+. I don’t want to go to the 
hospital because I am afraid of what I might hear.”

PATIENT
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He is feeling

• Physically ill

• At fault for feeling ill

• Proud of his role among area boys

• Badly about not being able to sing in the 
choir

Barriers to contributing to TB detection

• He doesn’t know about or suspect TB

• Lack of availability of results

• Misinformation about potential causes from 
church member

His goals and values are

• Being seen as a strong and consistent 
leader among the area boys

• Being able to participate in the choir for 
personal and financial gain

He needs

• To know his TB status

• Understand the disease and treatment

• Have access to treatment

I am loyal to my neighborhood and lead the area boys here. I drink alcohol and 
smoke different drugs every day, whatever I can get my hands on. I look out for 
the area boys here, they look up to me. I usually sleep in the church and am in 
the choir. It is my refuge and I never have missed a single practice and 
sometimes was even paid but I haven’t been to sing since I started coughing. I’ve 
been coughing for some months. A community outreach nurse told me it’s 
because I smoke and drink. I took local remedies until I started coughing up 
blood, then I went to the clinic and they did some tests but I don’t know what for. 
I went once for my results but they said they weren’t back yet and I never heard 
back from them so I must be fine.

Femi, Area Boy

1. Multiple places for help

2. Sputum testing

7. Myths, misconceptions, and 
lack of awareness

RELEVANT INSIGHTS

“I want to stop drinking and smoking so I will 
feel better but I can’t.” 

Age 27

Works Area boy leader

Lives Lagos

Knowledge of TB

Low High

Stigma

Low High

TRAITS

PATIENT
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Joined an area boys 
group, started using 
drugs and alcohol. 
Looked up to the 
leader and emulated 
his behavior 
eventually becoming 
a leader himself. 
Continued to use.

Started coughing and 
feeling sick. A 
community outreach 
nurse saw him 
coughing and 
admonished him for 
drinking and 
smoking.

Started coughing up 
blood and went to 
the clinic where they 
did a number of tests 
on him but didn’t 
explain what they 
were testing for.

Goes back to the clinic 
to get results. They 
aren’t ready and say 
they will contact him 
soon. He gave his 
fellow area boy’s 
telephone number as 
the contact but they 
never call him. He 
doesn’t go back.

How might we get 
people in 
community 
leadership roles to 
see themselves as 
responsible for the 
health of their 
followers?

How might we 
ensure community 
outreach nurses 
are as well versed 
in spotting TB 
symptoms as DOTS 
professionals? 

How might we 
make sure every 
patient leaves the 
clinic feeling like an 
expert on TB?

How might we 
ensure every 
presumptive case 
gets a follow-up?

PATIENT

Femi, Area Boy
“I want to stop drinking and smoking so I will 
feel better but I can’t.” 

He’s getting sicker 
and sicker, exposing 
others, and thinking 
that he is bringing the 
illness on himself by 
drinking and smoking

How might we 
reverse self-blame 
into feeling like he 
can help his 
friends?
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He is feeling

• Highly motivated to learn

• Anxious to start his own business

Barriers to contributing to TB detection

• Motivation to refer patients for treatment and 
testing

• Understanding of the disease and his role in 
helping curb the spread

• Mandate from the owner to refer patients

• Lack of pressure from the community to 
refer patients

His goals and values are

• Being seen as an expert in the community

• Making sales and impressing the owner

• Making money to get his own shop

He needs

• To be trusted by the community

• Money

• Knowledge of health, disease, and 
medication

I work at a PPMV shop as an apprentice. The owner comes in now and then to 
train me on things. I finished primary school but then my father couldn’t afford 
school anymore. My customers count on me to make them well and they respect 
me. Some call me doctor.

I’ve heard of TB, it’s coughing. People don’t want to go to the health center 
because then they have to pay too much money.

When people come in coughing I give them what they can afford. Cough syrup is 
300 Naira or doxycycline, which is only 100 Naira. If they keep coming back I give 
them bigger antibiotics. 

Dennison, PPMV Apprentice

1. Multiple places for help

5. Real and perceived costs

7. Myths, misconceptions, and 
lack of awareness

RELEVANT INSIGHTS

“When people come in coughing, I give them 
what I think they can afford.”

Age 21

Works Apprentice in a PPMV shop

Lives Akwa Ibom

Knowledge of TB

Low High

Stigma

Low High

TRAITS

PROFESSIONAL
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Was a high achiever 
in school but then his 
parents couldn’t 
afford it anymore.

Took an interest in a 
neighbor’s PPMV 
shop, hanging around 
to learn more. He 
liked how people 
listened to the PPMV. 
His neighbor saw the 
interest and took him 
under his wing.

The neighbor saw he was doing a 
good job and decided to put him in 
charge. He does the best he can and 
tries to help all patients feel better 
based on what they can afford. Likes 
the recognition from his community. 
Doesn’t refer people to hospital 
because he know they don’t have 
money.

How might we 
make learning 
about TB free and 
fun for all young 
people?

How might we get 
PPMV and other 
health professional 
employees asking 
about TB education 
from their first day 
on the job?

How might we make sure that 
money is never an issue where 
referrals from other healthcare 
professional are involved?

Dennison, PPMV Apprentice
“When people come in coughing, I give them 
what I think they can afford.”

PROFESSIONAL

Owner checks in monthly, corrects 
him when he catches him doing 
things incorrectly, and tells him 
about new things when he has 
time. Dennison is saving to open 
his own shop.

How might we make sure that 
any time someone starts 
working at a PPMV, they get 
trained in making TB referrals 
in their first week? 
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He is feeling

• Underappreciated and ostracized by the rest of the 
hospital

• Technically ill equipped to do his job

• Frustrated by patients and the lab

Barriers to contributing to TB detection and 
adherence

• Lab doesn’t always give correct contact information

• Lab doesn’t have a fully functional GeneXpert 
machine

• Patients don’t always pick up their drugs

• Patients don’t always respect his time

His goals and values are

• For DOTS center to be seen as being equal to other 
departments

• For patients to get better

He needs

• Complete information from lab on positive patients

• Respect from peers

• Better/more resources (facility, financial)

• Recognition that on-the-job training is effective and 
thorough and provides him with needed technical 
information

I’ve been a DOTS provider for four years. I haven’t been sent to any training since I started, only on 
the job training from the LGA supervisor. Going for training would give me the latest information on 
TB and also motivate me. It brings me joy to see how quickly patients recover once they start 
treatment. I felt good when a cured patient brought in her brother when he was diagnosed with TB 
because she trusted me to take care of him. I am close with my patients but sometime they annoy 
me when they call me on the weekend or they don’t come get their drugs and I have to try to chase 
them down. It’s also annoying when the lab gives me positive results for a new patient but when I 
try to call them to come in the number is wrong. Sometimes it takes many days to get results back 
when the lab is down to two modules down in the GeneXpert machine and sometimes we lose 
those patients if they have to keep coming back to get their results.

Patrick, DOTS Provider

3. Data entry

4. Duty calls

RELEVANT INSIGHTS

“I am proud of my work. I wish the lab would keep up and give 
me good records so we wouldn’t keep losing people before 
they can be diagnosed and treated.” 

Age 39

Works DOTS provider

Lives Cross Rivers

Knowledge of TB

Low High

Stigma

Low High

TRAITS

PROFESSIONAL

10. Counseling is difficult
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Started in the DOTS 
clinic. The rest of the 
hospital does not 
interact with the clinic 
and misses referral 
opportunities.

A man I helped get 
through TB years 
ago came in again 
today. He brought 
his cousin who is 
sick because he 
trusts me.

Spent time today 
trying to call people 
to get them back for 
a test. Half the phone 
numbers were wrong 
due to data entry 
errors or fake 
numbers.

Patrick has some 
successes today, 
which gives him 
great satisfaction and 
drive to keep going.

How might we 
remove stigma and 
make hospitals 
love giving TB 
referrals to DOTS 
clinic? 

How might we turn 
recovered patients 
into heroes to help 
get presumptive 
cases to want to 
get tested? 

How might we 
make data entry 
accurate, efficient, 
and resilient to 
distractions and 
people giving false 
information?

How might we 
assist motivated 
TB workers in 
ways that allow 
them to reach and 
manage ten times 
more people than 
they currently do?

PROFESSIONAL

Patrick, DOTS Provider
“I am proud of my work. I wish the lab would keep up and give 
me good records so we wouldn’t keep losing people before 
they can be diagnosed and treated.” 

Patrick gives a health 
talk to some of his 
patients. He uses the 
information TBLS 
told him but he 
wishes he had more 
materials. He wishes 
he had time to give 
individual advice.

How might we 
make consistent 
and accurate 
information 
available to those 
who need it in 
appropriate 
formats?
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She is feeling

• Exhausted and overworked

Barriers to contributing to TB detection

• Her stigma prevents her from interacting with the 
DOTS clinic

• Her work load is high and TB referrals would be 
extra

• Her mandate is to focus on healthy babies and 
mothers

Her goals and values are

• Healthy moms and babies in my hospital

• Do my job so I can support my family and 
church—earn more money if possible

• Status and recognition in the workplace and 
community (e.g., church)

She needs

• Recognition for the work she is doing

• Help and a more efficient system

• Better or easier ways to refer 

• Better familiarity and ability to spot TB 

• Motivation and time to refer

I’m a nurse in the maternity ward at Annunciation Hospital and have worked here 
for 18 years. We need more staff here. I am seriously overworked.

When my patients cough I tell them to get cough syrup from the PPMV. I can’t be 
referring patients elsewhere unless it’s an emergency. I have too many patients to 
tend to. I’m not interested in working with TB clinics because that is the 
government’s job, not the job of private facilities.

I stay away from the DOTS clinic because I don’t want to get TB. Even when I 
see the Matron who works in the DOTS clinic, I keep my distance just in case she 
caught it from a patient.

Penelope, Nurse

6. Stigma

7. Myths, misconceptions, and 
lack of awareness

9. Private facilities

RELEVANT INSIGHTS

“When I see the DOTS provider, I keep my distance. I don’t know 
how she does that job, working with all those TB patients.” 

Age 42

Works Nurse in the maternity ward, Annunciation Hospital

Lives Anambra

Knowledge of TB

Low High

Stigma

Low High

TRAITS

PROFESSIONAL
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When I was training, I 
asked about TB and 
babies. I learned that 
my focus was on 
keeping babies and 
mothers healthy, not 
referring TB cases. 

I appreciate how 
people look up to me 
at church. Working 
with new mothers 
and babies is 
incredibly important 
work.

I’ve been working in 
maternity for 18 years 
and I am always 
overworked. I can’t 
afford to tend to 
patients that aren’t 
maternity patients.

I am not interesting in 
working with TB 
facilities because it’s 
the government’s job 
and it is a disease of 
the poor. 

How might we 
make TB diagnosis 
part of every 
healthcare 
workers’ training?

How might we 
make working with 
TB as recognizably 
important as 
working in 
maternity?

How might we 
create a referral 
systems that takes 
zero-effort?

How might we 
make the private 
sector excited to 
work as TB 
facilities and 
report?

PROFESSIONAL

I always avoid the 
DOTS clinic and the 
Matron there. You 
never know if they 
might be contagious.

How might we 
make every health 
care worker an 
expert in high-level 
facts about TB?

Penelope, Nurse
“When I see the DOTS provider, I keep my distance. I don’t know 
how she does that job, working with all those TB patients.” 
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She is feeling

• Overwhelmed with the backlog

• Frustrated with bad equipment (e.g., machine 
is subpar, cabinet, etc)

Barriers to contributing to TB detection

• Physical slowdown due to lack of equipment

• Lack of resources to get equipment fixed

• Patients giving incorrect information

• Lack of power

Her goals and values are

• Be able to test every patient and run the test 
quickly and efficiently with a fully functioning 
machine

She needs

• Patients to provide their correct contact 
information

• Time and the habit to fill in all information on 
each patient immediately

• Access to routine maintenance to prevent 
module malfunction and prompt response 
upon module malfunction

I’ve run the TB lab for the past 10 years. Our GeneXpert machine has been down to two 
modules for the past six months. We’ve reported it but are still waiting for it to get fixed. 
I’ve given up. We have to run the samples from 8:00 a.m. to sometimes 11:00 p.m. I 
have a technician that stays late but we still are very behind. Our cabinet is broken so 
many samples have spoiled while waiting to be tested. We do AB testing when the 
situation calls for it. We are doing the best we can but we simply can’t process all the 
samples. Sometimes I don’t even have enough time to fill in all of the information. Now 
we call Riders for Health and they take the samples we don’t have time to process to the 
GeneXpert at Ignala DOTS Center. This is very good except sometimes they are 
unavailable. It can take Ignala some days to process so it’s hard to know when to tell the 
patient to return for their results and the patients often give us wrong phone numbers.

Agnes, Lab Technician

2. Sputum testing

3. Data entry

7. Myths, misconceptions, and 
lack of awareness

RELEVANT INSIGHTS

“Our GeneXpert has been down to two modules for the past six 
months.”

Age 39

Works Lab Technician

Lives Bauchi

Knowledge of TB

Low High

Stigma

Low High

TRAITS

PROFESSIONAL
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My most critical 
pieces of equipment 
are my GeneXpert 
machine and my 
samples cabinet, but 
both are often broken 
and I am still waiting 
to get them fixed. 

I have so many 
samples that my 
team is often running 
samples from 8:00 
a.m. to 11:00 p.m. 
We are always 
behind.

Sometimes I am so 
short on time that I 
can’t even fill in all of 
the required 
information. 

We use Riders for 
Health, but they don’t 
always come on time 
and we don’t know 
how long it will take 
to test at Ignala so I 
can’t reliably tell 
patients when their 
results will arrive. 

How might we 
ensure that all 
critical equipment 
is up and running 
99 percent of the 
time?

How might we 
ensure that every 
single sample gets 
processed?

How might we 
make data input as 
easy as dialing a 
phone number?

How might we 
ensure that results 
are delivered like 
clockwork? 

PROFESSIONAL

Even when I do get 
results for patients, 
they often leave 
incorrect phone 
numbers so I cannot 
get in touch with 
them.

How might we 
encourage patients 
to proactively 
pursue their results 
with zero drop offs 
between 
presumptive cases 
to getting results?

Agnes, Lab Technician
“Our GeneXpert has been down to two modules for the past six 
months.”
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He is feeling

• Responsible for his parishioners

• Respected by his community

• Very sure about his approach to helping sick 
people who come to him

Barriers to contributing to TB detection

• Doesn’t know he can’t treat serious illnesses 
with prayer

• Doesn’t know anything about TB

• Empathizes with parishioners who don’t have a 
lot of money

His goals and values are

• To grow his congregation

• To be held in high regard by his community 
and church members

He needs

• Information about TB and his role as  
community and religious leader in the case of 
TB

• Motivation to to refer coughing parishioners to 
testing and treatment

• Recognition for his contribution

I am the head pastor of the Living Word of God Church. I am well-respected by my 
community and know almost everyone. I like to help people with their troubles. I am also 
a member of network of other pastors in our LGA. TB? No I don’t really know anything 
about TB. 

When parishioners come to me sick, the first thing we do is pray. Usually the person has 
sinned and needs to pay penance to God. The more sick they are, the larger the prayer 
circle. If praying isn’t working after some days, then their problem is probably physical not 
spiritual and I advise them to go to the hospital for treatment. When they are released, I 
make sure to visit them and pray over them every week until they are better.

Oluseyi, Pastor 

4. Duty calls

7. Myths, misconceptions, and 
lack of awareness

RELEVANT INSIGHTS

“I am well-respected by my community and know almost 
everyone.”

Age 63

Works Head Pastor of the Living Word of God Church

Lives Rivers

Knowledge of TB

Low High

Stigma

Low High

TRAITS

COMMUNITY
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Father is a pastor and 
saw his father heal 
several people  who 
were on their 
deathbeds through 
prayer.

A person comes to 
me for help. He has 
been having night 
sweats and fever. I 
will help him through 
prayer.

He is not getting 
better. I reach out to 
my network of other 
pastors for advice in 
how to help this man. 

A health worker 
visited me today and 
told me that he may 
have TB. The man is 
poor but we help him 
get to the hospital 
and the treatment is 
free. I will tell my 
fellow pastors.

How might we 
make houses of 
worship places 
where TB is an  
openly discussed 
topic?

How might we 
make religious 
leaders the number 
one referrers of TB 
cases?

How might we 
leverage religious 
networks to spread 
positive advice and 
action about TB?

How might we 
equip community 
leaders to make 
their networks 
excited about 
helping people 
through TB?

Oluseyi, Pastor 
“I am well-respected by my community and know almost 
everyone.”

COMMUNITY

I am happy that the 
man is being cared 
for. I am worried 
about the man’s 
family—they have not 
been at church. 

How might we have 
people in the 
community refer 
others without 
shame and stigma, 
to improve contact 
tracing?
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Appendix C: Team journey and 
participants
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 appreciated the process 

 get the right 
permissions 

 travel plans 

 people are ready to help.

 
co-design 

 worried about our 
safety 

 joy in 
making and remaking 

 wish we had more time 
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No. Name Organization Position

1. Anna McCartney-Melstad Breakthrough ACTION - Nigeria Nigeria Team Lead 

2. Bolatito Aiyenigba Breakthrough ACTION - Nigeria Deputy Director, Malaria and TB

3. Edor Joseph Paul Breakthrough ACTION - Nigeria Senior Program Officer II, TB

4. Justin DeNormandie Breakthrough ACTION - Nigeria SBC and Innovations Advisor

5. Jennifer Orkis Breakthrough ACTION SBC Advisor

6. Charlie Mere ThinkAction Senior Executive Designer

7. Tim Fife ThinkAction Senior Advisor

8. Itohowo Uko NTBLCP
Deputy Director, Head of Advocacy, 
Communication, and Social Mobilization (ACSM)

9. Ekeh Stella NTBLCP Community TB Desk Officer

10. Janeth Doji NTBLCP Senior Community Health Officer, ACSM Unit

11. Cecilia Abimaje-Kafran TB Network Acting Program Manager

12. Grace Oguntade Association of Reproductive and Family Health Communication Officer

13. Omolola Shofowora NTBLCP Assistant Director, ACSM Unit
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No. Name Organization Position

14. Jumoke Adebari NTBLCP Chief Program  Officer

15. Adamu Yusuf Tsangaya Kano STBLCP Deputy Control Officer

16. Aminu Farouk Kabara Kano STBLCP M&E Coordinator

17. Tamuno-Adoki Tonye Rivers STBLCP M&E Coordinator

18. Leishim Singerr Rivers STBLCP Community TB Care Desk Officer

19. Wali Solomon Y Enugu STBLCP M&E Officer

20. Uju Perpetual A. Enugu STBLCP TB/HIV Focal Person

21. Idi Nasir Breakthrough ACTION - Nigeria Media Program Officer

22. Steve Batur KNCV M&E Officer

23. Gideon Zephaniah KNCV M&E Officer

24. Ifiok Ekanim KNCV M&E Officer

25. Aluko Dorcas I Lagos STBLCP Community TB Focal Person

26. Pitan Olubokola Lagos STBLCP TBLS, Lagos Island LGA

27. Ayodele Iroko SHOPS+ Senior Private Sector Advisor

28. Adekoya Victoria Lagos STBLCP TBLS, Ajeromi LGA
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No. Name Organization Position

29. Sebitiomo Adebimpe Lagos STBLCP TBLS, Mainland LGA

30. Ikechukwu KNCV Regional Laboratory Advisor

31. Taofek Ali IHVN Program Manager

32. David Rotimi Graphic Designer Consultant

33. Okey Ogamanya Graphic Designer Consultant

34. Seyi Ajayi Breakthrough ACTION - Nigeria Administrative Assistant II

35. Vivian Ihechu HEWAN Journalist

36. Ugwu Bucknor Enugu STBLCP TBLS

37. Ibrahim Abdullahi Kano STBLCP TBLS

38. Yusuf Lawan Kano STBLCP TBLS

39. Sani Danladi Kano STBLCP TBLS

40. Mustapha Ahmed Gambo Kano STBLCP TBLS

41. Umar Abdul Baki Kano Patient

42. Faiza Usamatu Kano Patient

43. Fasakin Solomon Lagos Patient
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Appendix D: Other ideas
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Geo-fencing hotspots

SMS TB test results immediately

Easy home-testing kits

Smart mattress pad
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Don’t let a cough get in the way of things you love

Create linkages to other things that are done every two 
weeks

Free handkerchiefs
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Warnings on cough syrup labels

TB test required for bank accounts

pARTnerships

Mobile phone carriers
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Cough monitors EVERYWHERE

Referral slips in buses and kekes

Public buses help deliver samples

Riders for Health help transport presumptive cases to get 
tested
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Tax incentives 

Government fully refunds all incidental costs

TB reporting compulsory per hospital

PPMV licence regulations
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IDEA
DATE OF 
INCEPTION

CREATED 
BY

PRIORITY/ 
SUBGROUP

INCORPORATED IN 
CONCEPT

TOP 5 PRIORITIZED IDEAS FROM CORE GROUP PRACTICE IDEATION ROUND
Church "cough-monitor" role in/after services/part of prayer 
circles 31 Oct Core Group Priority band 1

Intervention B:
Religious settings

Fleet of mobile TB buses conducting health visits or at an event 31 Oct Core Group Priority band 2
Put TB warning on cough syrup ("If you or anyone you know 
has been coughing for more than two weeks, go to a health 
facility") 31 Oct Core Group Priority band 2
Celebrate World TB day in churches and mosques where the 
Pastor or Imam gives a sputum sample during the sermon 31 Oct Core Group Priority band 2

Intervention B:
Religious settings

Make employees show that they have taken a TB test before 
getting paid 31 Oct Core Group Priority band 3
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IDEA
DATE OF 
INCEPTION

CREATED 
BY

PRIORITY/ 
SUBGROUP

INCORPORATED IN 
CONCEPT

TOP 9 PRIORITIZED IDEAS FROM USMAN PERSONA GROUP

Mass media about free testing 1 Nov Usman group Priority band 1
Intervention E:
Brother’s Keeper 

Advocacy to policymakers, religious leaders, and traditional 
healers 1 Nov Usman group Priority band 2

IEC/SBCC materials in PPMVs, including training 1 Nov Usman group Priority band 2
Intervention A:
Simplified referrals 

More GeneXpert machines 1 Nov Usman group Priority band 2
Government to refund all costs of getting tested 1 Nov Usman group Priority band 2
Mobile van testing 1 Nov Usman group Priority band 2

All community health workers trained to refer 1 Nov Usman group Priority band 2
Intervention A:
Simplified referrals

Make TB testing part of standard health check 1 Nov Usman group Priority band 2

Engage healthcare workers in church/mosque 1 Nov Usman group Priority band 2
Intervention B:
Religious settings
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IDEA
DATE OF 
INCEPTION

CREATED 
BY

PRIORITY/ 
SUBGROUP

INCORPORATED IN 
CONCEPT

TOP 10 PRIORITIZED IDEAS FROM PATRICK PERSONA GROUP

Reward system for referrals (patient, provider, volunteers) 1 Nov Patrick group Priority band 1
Intervention D:
Recognition 

Provide escort to visit patient home first visit with contact 
tracing 1 Nov Patrick group Priority band 1

Intervention C:
Cough Companions

Make all GeneXpert machines functional 1 Nov Patrick group Priority band 2
Jingles on TB in different languages 1 Nov Patrick group Priority band 2

Appreciate and reward hard work of DOTS providers 1 Nov Patrick group Priority band 2
Intervention D:
Recognition

Use former patients as community volunteers 1 Nov Patrick group Priority band 2
Intervention B:
Religious settings

Policy statement to make TB reporting compulsory per hospital 1 Nov Patrick group Priority band 2

Create a good rapport to get the right details 1 Nov Patrick group Priority band 2
Ensure confidentiality during data collection process 1 Nov Patrick group Priority band 2
Electronic medical record that sends information everywhere 
(e.g., DOTS, lab, record office, etc.) 1 Nov Patrick group Priority band 3
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IDEA
DATE OF 
INCEPTION

CREATED 
BY

PRIORITY/ 
SUBGROUP

INCORPORATED IN 
CONCEPT

TOP 7 PRIORITIZED IDEAS FROM DENNISON PERSONA GROUP 

Mass media campaigns 1 Nov
Dennison 
group Priority band 1

Intervention E:
Brother’s Keeper 

PPMV capacity building 1 Nov
Dennison 
group Priority band 1

Intervention A:
Simplified referrals

IEC at the PPMV 1 Nov
Dennison 
group Priority band 1

Intervention A:
Simplified referrals 

Religious leaders promote TB testing 1 Nov
Dennison 
group Priority band 2

Intervention B:
Religious settings

PPMV referral system to healthcare facility 1 Nov
Dennison 
group Priority band 2

Intervention A:
Simplified referrals

Recognition and incentives for PPMV for TB referral 1 Nov
Dennison 
group Priority band 3

Intervention D:
Recognition 

PPMV license regulation 1 Nov
Dennison 
group Priority band 3
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IDEA
DATE OF 
INCEPTION

CREATED 
BY

PRIORITY/ 
SUBGROUP

INCORPORATED IN 
CONCEPT

TOP 9 PRIORITIZED IDEAS FROM AGNES PERSONA GROUP 

Proper education on the need to know your TB status 1 Nov Agnes group Priority band 1
Intervention E:
Brother’s Keeper 

Incentivize testing and data entry process 1 Nov Agnes group Priority band 2
Intervention D:
Recognition 

Improved logistics for collection and delivery of results 1 Nov Agnes group Priority band 2
Purchase more mobile diagnostic methods (e.g., more 
Wellness on Wheels (WOW) vans) 1 Nov Agnes group Priority band 2

GeneXpert machines to be given to private labs 1 Nov Agnes group Priority band 2

Weekly supervision of data entry 1 Nov Agnes group Priority band 2

Volunteers to be engaged in sample transport to labs 1 Nov Agnes group Priority band 2

Patients should be contacted as soon as results are out 1 Nov Agnes group Priority band 2

Provision of light source (e.g., solar lights) 1 Nov Agnes group Priority band 3
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IDEA
DATE OF 
INCEPTION

CREATED 
BY

PRIORITY/ 
SUBGROUP

INCORPORATED IN 
CONCEPT

TOP 9 PRIORITIZED IDEAS FROM AMINA PERSONA GROUP
“Be Your Brother's Keeper” campaign (with focus on how to 
seek possible help) 1 Nov Amina group Priority band 1

Intervention E:
Brother’s Keeper 

Stipend for identifying a presumptive patient 1 Nov Amina group Priority band 1
Intervention D:
Recognition

TB certificate for those that finish education 1 Nov Amina group Priority band 1

Invent a tool for rapid testing of TB in any location 1 Nov Amina group Priority band 2

GeneXpert machines to send out results directly to patients 1 Nov Amina group Priority band 2

Give patients a timer to calculate when to collect their results 1 Nov Amina group Priority band 2
Create a safe space treatment support center for TB patients 
and their supporters 1 Nov Amina group Priority band 2
Have a client relationship desk or unit at DOTS center for 
following-up with patients 1 Nov Amina group Priority band 2

Intervention C:
Cough Companions

DOTs officer gets a bonus for every TB positive test completed 1 Nov Amina group Priority band 2
Intervention D:
Recognition
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IDEA
DATE OF 
INCEPTION

CREATED 
BY

PRIORITY/ 
SUBGROUP

INCORPORATED IN 
CONCEPT

TOP 5 PRIORITIZED IDEAS FROM FEMI PERSONA GROUP
Healthcare workers go to church or mosque to raise awareness 
with focus on need for infection control with TB survivor telling 
his or her story that TB can be cured 1 Nov Femi group Priority band 1

Intervention B:
Religious settings

Provide sputum cups for collection at churches and mosques 
with volunteers to transport samples to labs 1 Nov Femi group Priority band 2

Intervention B:
Religious settings

Volunteers at churches and mosques to identify coughs during 
services 1 Nov Femi group Priority band 2

Intervention B:
Religious settings

TB information on posters in mosques, churches, and 
traditional houses of worship 1 Nov Femi group Priority band 2

Intervention B:
Religious settings

All banks should be encouraged to place TB advertisements in 
their ATMs 1 Nov Femi group Priority band 3

Intervention E:
Brother’s Keeper 
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IDEA
DATE OF 
INCEPTION

CREATED 
BY

PRIORITY/ 
SUBGROUP

INCORPORATED IN 
CONCEPT

TOP 9 PRIORITIZED IDEAS FROM PENELOPE PERSONA GROUP
Include TB training in the curriculum of general health care 
workers 1 Nov

Penelope's 
group Priority band 1

Give information to all health providers on TB during faculty 
meetings 1 Nov

Penelope's 
group Priority band 1

To enlighten other non-health workers in the maternity clinics 
on TB symptoms 1 Nov

Penelope's 
group Priority band 1

Intervention D:
Recognition

Make the TB toll-free number widely available, including at 
health facilities 1 Nov

Penelope's 
group Priority band 1

Intervention E:
Brother’s Keeper 

Strengthen engagement of private facilities on TB through 
regular supervision 1 Nov

Penelope's 
group Priority band 2

Automate referral system 1 Nov
Penelope's 
group Priority band 2

Engagement of health training institutions in celebrating World 
TB Day 1 Nov

Penelope's 
group Priority band 2

Use champions or celebrities to talk about TB 1 Nov
Penelope's 
group Priority band 2

Create a tax incentive for treating TB patients 1 Nov
Penelope's 
group Priority band 2
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IDEA
DATE OF 
INCEPTION

CREATED 
BY

PRIORITY/ 
SUBGROUP

INCORPORATED 
IN CONCEPT

71 NON-PRIORITIZED IDEAS FROM CORE GROUP IDEATION ROUND 2 (AFTER THE 5 CORE CONCEPTS HAD BEEN 
IDENTIFIED)

Cough monitors at banks 5 Nov Core Group
Ubiquitous cough 
monitors

At petrol stations 5 Nov Core Group
Ubiquitous cough 
monitors

At places to buy phone credits 5 Nov Core Group
Ubiquitous cough 
monitors

Train dentists to be cough monitors 5 Nov Core Group
Ubiquitous cough 
monitors

Mothers-in-law as cough monitors 5 Nov Core Group
Ubiquitous cough 
monitors

Train barbers to be cough monitors 5 Nov Core Group
Ubiquitous cough 
monitors

Train keke drivers to be cough monitors 5 Nov Core Group
Ubiquitous cough 
monitors

Train Uber drivers to be cough monitors 5 Nov Core Group
Ubiquitous cough 
monitors

Train immunization workers to be cough monitors during 
outreach 5 Nov Core Group

Ubiquitous cough 
monitors

Train bus drivers to be cough monitors 5 Nov Core Group
Ubiquitous cough 
monitors
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IDEA
DATE OF 
INCEPTION

CREATED 
BY

PRIORITY/ 
SUBGROUP

INCORPORATED 
IN CONCEPT

71 NON-PRIORITIZED IDEAS FROM CORE GROUP IDEATION ROUND 2 (CONTINUED)

Bus ticket salespeople as cough monitors 5 Nov Core Group
Ubiquitous cough 
monitors

Security guards as cough monitors 5 Nov Core Group
Ubiquitous cough 
monitors

Airport cough screening 5 Nov Core Group
Ubiquitous cough 
monitors

Immigration passport office cough screening 5 Nov Core Group
Ubiquitous cough 
monitors

Cough screening at amusement parks 5 Nov Core Group
Ubiquitous cough 
monitors

Children as cough monitors in schools 5 Nov Core Group Screenings in schools

Cough tests in school then refer mom and dad 5 Nov Core Group Screenings in schools

Cough screening at schools 5 Nov Core Group Screenings in schools

Put cough test information in kekes 5 Nov Core Group
Public transport as 
part of TB referrals

Referral slips on buses 5 Nov Core Group
Public transport as 
part of TB referrals

Advertisements in public transportation 5 Nov Core Group
Public transport as 
part of TB referrals
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IDEA
DATE OF 
INCEPTION

CREATED 
BY

PRIORITY/ 
SUBGROUP

INCORPORATED 
IN CONCEPT

71 NON-PRIORITIZED IDEAS FROM CORE GROUP IDEATION ROUND 2 (CONTINUED)

Expand Riders to include people with bicycles 5 Nov Core Group

Expanded 
rider-referral-delivery 
networks

Improve referral network among Okada riders 5 Nov Core Group

Expanded 
rider-referral-delivery 
networks

Buses as delivery service of samples (provided clinic is on their 
route) 5 Nov Core Group

Expanded 
rider-referral-delivery 
networks

Self administered sputum cups to be collected from public 
pick-up points 5 Nov Core Group

Ubiquitous sputum 
testing

Sputum testing in smoking/toilet areas 5 Nov Core Group
Ubiquitous sputum 
testing

Clinic-in-a-box: Kits for hospitals and clinics with everything they 
need to start collecting samples 5 Nov Core Group Clinic improvements
When patients arrive, they must submit their personal details by 
text message rather than on a paper form directly to the 
registrar so the actual phone number is captured 5 Nov Core Group Clinic improvements
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IDEA
DATE OF 
INCEPTION

CREATED 
BY

PRIORITY/ 
SUBGROUP

INCORPORATED 
IN CONCEPT

71 NON-PRIORITIZED IDEAS FROM CORE GROUP IDEATION ROUND 2 (CONTINUED)
Private sector involvement—all new employees must be 
screened for TB 5 Nov Core Group

Required screening 
for Daily Activities

All bank accounts require proof of screening 5 Nov Core Group
Required screening 
for Daily Activities

All new SIM cards require proof of screening 5 Nov Core Group
Required screening 
for Daily Activities

You can't buy cough medicine without a TB test 5 Nov Core Group
Required screening 
for Daily Activities

Cell phone credit discount with proof of screening 5 Nov Core Group
Partnership with 
mobile carriers

Partner with carrier to deliver TB testing information when 
sending customers notifications about low credits 5 Nov Core Group

Partnership with 
mobile carriers

Partner with dentists to make TB screening part of normal dental 
checkup (if coughing) 5 Nov Core Group Dental Partnerships
TB messaging on toothpaste to make it part of everyday oral 
health 5 Nov Core Group Dental Partnerships
pARTnerships: TB patient photography art show—before and 
after images celebrating success 5 Nov Core Group Art Partnerships

Referral network among artisans 5 Nov Core Group Art Partnerships
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IDEA
DATE OF 
INCEPTION

CREATED 
BY

PRIORITY/ 
SUBGROUP

INCORPORATED 
IN CONCEPT

71 NON-PRIORITIZED IDEAS FROM CORE GROUP IDEATION ROUND 2 (CONTINUED)

Put TB warning on lipstick (as part of oral care messaging) 5 Nov Core Group
Labelling partnerships 
/ warnings

Warning about pervasive cough being sign of TB on all cough 
syrup labels 5 Nov Core Group

Labelling partnerships 
/ warnings

Cough warnings on Coke labels 5 Nov Core Group
Labelling partnerships 
/ warnings

Create an audio/sound link/reminder with coughing to get people 
to start associating TB with coughing (in a non-stigmatizing way) 5 Nov Core Group

Establish coughing as 
a mnemonic for TB

Use cough sounds as a ringtone 5 Nov Core Group
Establish coughing as 
a mnemonic for TB

Songs using coughing noises 5 Nov Core Group
Establish coughing as 
a mnemonic for TB

Cold Stone Creamery signs for TB 5 Nov Core Group
Establish coughing as 
a mnemonic for TB

Free tissues or handkerchiefs with information about where to 
go to get free TB test 5 Nov Core Group

Establish coughing as 
a mnemonic for TB
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IDEA
DATE OF 
INCEPTION

CREATED 
BY

PRIORITY/ 
SUBGROUP

INCORPORATED 
IN CONCEPT

71 NON-PRIORITIZED IDEAS FROM CORE GROUP IDEATION ROUND 2 (CONTINUED)
Mr./Ms. TB: A dating show where contestants compete for a 
date with an eligible TB survivor 5 Nov Core Group

TB Campaign 
Concepts / Features

Celebrity singing about TB testing being free 5 Nov Core Group
TB Campaign 
Concepts / Features

Thinks you like doing with our mouth interrupted by a cough 
(e.g., singing, eating, laughing, etc) 5 Nov Core Group

TB Campaign 
Concepts / Features

Association with coffee: Having a coffee or having a cough-ee? 5 Nov Core Group
TB Campaign 
Concepts / Features

Create a linkage to other things we do every 2 weeks 5 Nov Core Group
TB Campaign 
Concepts / Features

TB monitors/referrers on local popular TV shows 5 Nov Core Group
TB Campaign 
Concepts / Features

Involving philanthropists to champion TB awareness campaign 5 Nov Core Group
TB Campaign 
Concepts / Features

Target football viewing centers 5 Nov Core Group
Campaign target 
locations

Targeted multi-prong interventions in rural areas/slums 5 Nov Core Group
Campaign target 
locations

TB campaigns in motor parks 5 Nov Core Group
Campaign target 
locations

Signs over urinals with referrer information 5 Nov Core Group
Campaign target 
locations
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IDEA
DATE OF 
INCEPTION

CREATED 
BY

PRIORITY/ 
SUBGROUP

INCORPORATED 
IN CONCEPT

71 NON-PRIORITIZED IDEAS FROM CORE GROUP IDEATION ROUND 2 (CONTINUED)
ATMs detect coughs using noise sensors (could be extended to 
crowded/highly frequented areas) 5 Nov Core Group New Tech needed
Google Home Health listens for cough and gives advice about 
local TB testing locations 5 Nov Core Group New Tech needed
Interactive voice response (or when on caller is put on hold) 
listens for coughs and provides information about local TB 
testing locations 5 Nov Core Group New Tech needed

Blockchain used for national sputum cup tracking 5 Nov Core Group New Tech needed
Geo-fencing used to push text/notifications to anyone who 
enters or leaves a know TB hotspot with the message "Have 
you been coughing for more than 2 weeks?" 5 Nov Core Group New Tech needed
Geolocation used to push text/notifications to anyone who walks 
past a clinic in known hotspots (perhaps only active for 18 hours 
a day once every 14 days) 5 Nov Core Group New Tech needed
Internet of Things: Smart mattress pad that measures both 
weight and temperature and when user's weight rapidly declines 
accompanied by a fever, it sends a notification, either to user or 
local clinic 5 Nov Core Group New Tech needed

Drone sputum cup dropoff and delivery (requested by SMS) 5 Nov Core Group New Tech needed

Saliva/urine test for TB that can be self-administered at home 5 Nov Core Group
New medical tech 
needed

Enable GeneXpert machines to automatically SMS results 
directly to presumptive case’s phone when the test is completed 5 Nov Core Group

New medical tech 
needed
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DATE OF 
INCEPTION

CREATED 
BY

PRIORITY/ 
SUBGROUP

INCORPORATED 
IN CONCEPT

71 NON-PRIORITIZED IDEAS FROM CORE GROUP IDEATION ROUND 2 (CONTINUED)

TB survivor network initiative 5 Nov Core Group
National networks for 
survivors and referrers

National conference that brings together top referrers from 
different areas and locations (e.g., clinics, PPMVs, hospitals, 
schools, cough monitors, etc.) 5 Nov Core Group

National networks for 
survivors and referrers

National crack team of testers deployed by local TB providers 
and program managers (call it: TRACE FORCE) 5 Nov Core Group Other ideas
Make WOW vans but without branding and GeneXpert 
machines to collect samples 5 Nov Core Group Other ideas
Confidential SOS hotline/SMS system that allows for 
confidential TB testing 5 Nov Core Group Other ideas


